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Bringing you the latest motion control news ...

DS 50 Zero Backlash Actuator
Flexibility is a key feature with the DS 50 Zero
Backlash Actuator as it comes with the option to
select the type of seals, gearbox output bearings and
the type of performance.
The DS 50 is suitable for applications requiring high
linear running at a low speed with high movement of
the drive modules.

READ MORE...

AquaTRUE™ Planetary Gearbox
With IP66/IP67 and IP69K protection, the AquaTRUE™
Planetary Gearbox is able to withstand caustic cleaning
chemicals and high pressure wash-downs thus
eliminating the cost of additional components such as
enclosers and shielding.
These features make this gearbox perfectly suited to
harsh environmental applications such as food
packaging, beverage dispensing, pharmacutical, water
jet cutting and medical hygienic equipment.

MORE INFO...

Correct lubrication is fundamental to
ball screw life
Opting for the correct lubrication is fundamental to ball
screw life as it ensures the ball screw performs
properly for its calculated life span. Both oil and grease
offer corrosion protection, however lubricant choice can
depend on the type of application.
Which lubricant should you use for your ball
screw?

READ MORE...

Extra IQ – Gold Eagle HV Servo Drive
The Gold Eagle HV meets the highest level of motion
control application requirements, providing top servo
performance, advanced networking, built-in safety and
high power density, combined with a fully featured
motion controller and local intelligence.
This super compact, high voltage servo drive
is designed, qualified, verified, manufactured and tested
to withstand extreme environments.

MORE INFO...

Ansible Motion chooses Heason
Technology for motion control
partner
Ansible Motion has chosen Heason Technology as its
motion control supply partner for high specification
motors, drives, linear units and precision actuators that
enable the simulations expert to deliver the extremely
high specification systems required by the automotive
and motor-sports industry.
Read the full application details below...

READ MORE...

SHOW PREVIEW: Heason at DSEI
2017
Heason Technology will be exhibiting at DSEI 2017, the
international exhibition of the defense and security
industry, from Tuesday 12th - Friday 15th
September at the ExCel in London.
On display will be a selection of motion control
components from servo drives, through to slip rings and
linear units. Also on show will be Atlas, our highperformance pan & tilt positioner, suitable for applications
such as line of sight/beyond line of sight secure
communications.
Find us on Stand S3-102 for all your motion
control requirements.

MORE INFO...

Heason awarded ‘Kollmorgen
Certified Partner’ status
Having represented Kollmorgen in the UK for more than
thirty years, we are pleased to announce we have been
awarded the coveted ‘Kollmorgen Certified Partner’
status as part of the ongoing Kollmorgen Channel Partner
Program.
Read what this means for our customers..

CLICK HERE...
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